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Abstract
Scholars have studied how women’s domestic and transnational civil society activism addresses the gen-
dered nature of transitional justice. In contrast, they have paid scant attention to women’s impact on
transitional justice policy-making in institutions. We leverage the feminist institutionalist perspective that
makes visible gendered norms, rules, and discourses in institutions.Homing in onwomen’s influence in par-
liaments where women are outnumbered by men and marginalised by adversarial discourse, we develop
a conceptualisation of women’s discursive agency. Foregrounding discourse in women’s ability to drive
change, women’s agency is enacted through their linguistic communication style and substantive normative
positions that constitutemicro- andmacro-level structures of domination. Quantitative and qualitative dis-
course analysis is applied to a corpus of parliamentary questions about transitional justice in the Croatian
parliament from 2004 to 2020. Our results show that women adopt the adversarial style of questioning,
which they use to broaden the scope of entitlements and press for reparations for female and male vic-
tims. They overcome constraints posed by partisanship and ideology, while constraints of nationalism are
less easily broken. The article advances feminist transitional justice by demonstrating how women’s lan-
guage contributes to dismantling men’s policy domination in institutions, with implications for mixed-sex
interactions in non-institutional domains.
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Introduction
Feminist analysis of transitional justice has highlighted the importance of women’s agency in shap-
ing processes and outcomes of transitional justice.1 These insights have been gained by studying
women’s agency in the context of civil society activism within national and transnational net-
works,2 women’s participation in transitional justice instruments,3 and women’s contributions to

1Donna Pankhurst, Gendered Peace: Women’s Struggles for Post-War Justice and Reconciliation (New York: Routledge, 2008);
Laura J. Shepherd, Building Peace: Feminist Perspectives (London: Routledge, 2017); Kris Brown and Fionnuala Ní Aoláin,
‘Through the looking glass: Transitional justice futures through the lens of nationalism, feminism and transformative change’,
International Journal of Transitional Justice, 9:1 (2015), pp. 127–49.

2Marie E. Berry, War, Women, and Power: From Violence to Mobilization in Rwanda and Bosnia-Herzegovina (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2018).

3Aisling Swaine, Conflict-Related Violence against Women: Transforming Transition (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 2018); Rina Kashyap, ‘Narrative and truth: A feminist critique of the South African Truth and Reconciliation
Commission’, Contemporary Justice Review, 12:4 (2009), pp. 449–67; Kimberley Theidon, Intimate Enemies: Violence and
Reconciliation in Peru (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2013).

© The Author(s), 2023. Published by Cambridge University Press on behalf of the British International Studies Association. This is an Open
Access article, distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution licence (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0), which
permits unrestricted re-use, distribution and reproduction, provided the original article is properly cited.
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transitional justice in the context of post-conflict peace-making.4 The exercise of women’s agency
has been critical in addressing the gendered nature of transitional justice, whose masculinist con-
ception results from transitional justice ‘negotiations that are predominantly male affairs’.5 Having
recognised the problem, the United Nations’ Women, Peace and Security (WPS) agenda has pro-
vided a normative and policy framework for promotion of women’s equal representation and
integration of their needs in peace and justice processes.6 However, women’s increased partici-
pation has not ended marginalisation of their input in policy-making.7 Cahn and Ní Aoláin have
highlighted that women’s formal gains, such as their increased representation in legislatures dur-
ing peace-building, can be ‘nullified or significantly constrained’ by the realities of a given context
that accommodates male domination.8 As Hamber points out, we need to analyse how structures,
for example parliaments, that are essential for post-conflict peace-building reinforce masculine
power.9 It has become evident that this analysis requires close examination of internal dynamics of
institutions and processes to account for women’s inability to exercise their agency.10

This article turns to women’s agency in shaping transitional justice policy-making in national
parliaments.The extant scholarship has neglected this domain of transitional justice, despite parlia-
ments’ critical role in localising global norms of transitional justice.11 Scholars have paid attention
to outcomes of parliamentary activity, such as the adoption of discriminatory laws that recognise
male victims andmarginalise female victims.12 But, scant attention has been paid to various aspects
of parliamentary activity, such as parliamentary discourse and the speaking behaviour of members
of parliament (MPs), that lead to those gendered outcomes. We address this gap by presenting a
conceptualisation of women’s discursive agency, which reveals how women challenge male dom-
ination in institutions, as exemplified by women legislators’ contribution to transitional justice
policy-making.

This study is informed by feminist institutionalism that makes visible the gendered nature of
institutions, which is constructed and reproduced through male domination.13 The feminist insti-
tutionalist agenda is preoccupied with transformative change. To bring about change, we need to
better understand how actors can exercise their agency in contexts structured by unequal gender
relations.14 Interested in the role of language in gendering politics,15 we approach parliaments as

4Tristan Anne Borer, ‘Gendered war and gendered peace: Truth commissions and post conflict gender violence: Lessons
from South Africa’, Violence Against Women, 15:10 (2009), pp. 1169–93; Maxwell Adjei, ‘Women’s participation in peace pro-
cesses: A review of literature’, Journal of Peace Education, 16:2 (2019), pp. 133–54; Christine Bell andCatherineO’Rourke, ‘Does
feminism need a theory of transitional justice’, International Journal of Transitional Justice, 1:1 (2007), pp. 23–44; Christine
Haynes, Fionnuala Ní Aoláin, and Naomi Cahn, ‘Gendering constitutional design in post-conflict societies’, William and
Mary Journal of Women and the Law, 17:3 (2011), pp. 509–45; Dennis J. D. Sandole and Ingrid Staroste, ‘Making the case
for systematic, gender-based analysis in sustainable peace building’, Conflict Resolution Quarterly, 33:2 (2015), pp. 119–47.

5Bell and O’Rourke, ‘Does feminism need a theory of transitional justice’, p. 25.
6Radhika Coomaraswamy, A Global Study on the Implementation of United Nations Security Council Resolution 1325

(UN Women, 2015).
7Pablo Castillo Diaz and Simon Tordjman, Women’s Participation in Peace Negotiations: Connections between Presence and

Influence. United Nations Entity for Gender Equality; Empowerment of Women (UN Women, 2012).
8Naomi Cahn and Fionnuala Ní Aoláin, ‘Hirsch lecture: Gender, masculinities, and transition in conflicted societies’, New

England Law Review, 44:1 (2009), pp. 1–24 (p. 8).
9Brandon Hamber, ‘There is a crack in everything: Problematising masculinities, peacebuilding and transitional justice’,

Human Rights Review, 17:1 (2016), pp. 9–34 (p. 30).
10Maryann E. Gallagher, Deepa Prakash, and Zoe Li, ‘Engendering justice: Women and the prosecution of sexual violence

in international criminal courts’, International Feminist Journal of Politics, 22:2 (2020), pp. 227–49 (p. 238).
11Rosalind Shaw, LarsWaldorf, and PierreHazan (eds), Localizing Transitional Justice: Interventions and Priorities afterMass

Violence (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2010).
12Jessie Barton-Hrone ̌sová, Struggle for Redress: Victim Capital in Bosnia and Herzegovina (Cham: Springer, 2021).
13Joan Acker, ‘Hierarchies, jobs, bodies: A theory of gendered organizations’, Gender & Society, 4:2 (1990), pp. 139–58.
14Fiona Mackay, Meryl Kenny, and Louise Chappell, ‘New institutionalism through a gender lens: Towards a feminist insti-

tutionalism?’, International Political Science Review, 31:5 (2010), pp. 573–88 (p. 583); Mona Lena Krook, ‘Studying political
representation: A comparative-gendered approach’, Perspectives on Politics, 8:1 (2010), pp. 233–40.

15Deborah Cameron, ‘Why is language a feminist issue?’, in Deborah Cameron (ed.), The Feminist Critique of Language: A
Reader (London: Routledge, 1998), pp. 1–21; Mary Talbot, Language and Gender, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: Polity Press, 2010);
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one type of gendered ‘communities of practice’ (CofP). These communities construct ways of talk-
ing that, in turn, havematerial impact on power relations between men and women.16 We examine
women’s discursive agency in parliaments as a community of practice where adversarial discourse
is a dominant norm of communication that disadvantages women policy-makers.17 Discourse is
thus implicated in perpetuating structures of masculine domination after a conflict.18

Women’s discursive agency foregrounds discourse when conceiving of women’s ability to enact
transformation in line with their identities, attitudes, values, and needs, whereas the possibility of
transformation captures the essence of their agential power.19 It is distinct from women’s narrative
agency, which highlightswomen’s ability to express their needs, for example through story-telling.20
Our discourse-centred interrogation of women’s participation in parliaments focuses on how
‘agency is spoken into existence at anymoment’,21 while consideringmicro- andmacro-level struc-
tures of domination, manifested respectively in the communication style and normative content of
public discourses. Accordingly, we propose that women’s discursive agency, which captures their
power as political actors, is enacted through a combination of micro-level interactional charac-
teristics of women’s language with its linguistic features and macro-level normative dimensions
of discourse, such as partisanship, ideology, and nationalism. These dimensions are significant
because party politics, a liberal or conservative outlook on rights and entitlements, and a view
of one’s nation as civic or ethnic22 represent macro-level discursive structures that constrain
women’s ability to act on behalf of women in post-conflict contexts, mediating their influence on
policy-making.

We conduct a multi-modal discourse analysis of an original corpus of parliamentary ques-
tions about post-conflict transitional justice in the Croatian parliament between 2004 and 2020.
The Croatian case represents a typical case, whose generalisability is contingently limited to
post-conflict societies where transitional justice as a norm and practice is gendered.23 We find
that female legislators’ parliamentary questions about transitional justice are as adversarial as
men’s, when we measure linguistic features of parliamentary questions that capture direct pres-
sure put on the answerer.24 This result challenges arguments that women’s legislative speech is
more polite, less adversarial, and, therefore, less influential on policy-making.25 Arguably, the
alignment of female legislators’ communication style with what is considered to be a masculine
norm of adversarialness in parliaments at the micro-level of discourse enables women to chal-
lenge othermacro-level discursive structures of domination and broaden transitional justice policy

Deborah Tannen, Talking Voices: Repetition, Dialogue, and Imagery in Conversational Discourse, 2nd ed. (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2007); Claire Walsh, Gender and Discourse: Language and Power in Politics, the Church and
Organisations (Harlow: Pearson Education, 2001).

16Penelope Eckert and Sally McConnell-Ginet, ‘Think practically and look locally: Language and gender as community-
based practice’, Annual Review of Anthropology, 21:1 (1992), pp. 461–90.

17Lynn M. Sanders, ‘Against deliberation’, Political Theory, 25:3 (1997), pp. 347–76.
18Denisa Kostovicova and Tom Paskhalis, ‘Gender, justice and deliberation: Why women don’t influence peacemaking’,

International Studies Quarterly, 65:2 (2021), pp. 263–76; Hamber, ‘There is a crack in everything’; Cahn and Ní Aoláin,
‘Hirsch lecture’.

19Annika Bj ̈orkdahl and Johanna Mannergren Selimovic, ‘Gendering agency in transitional justice’, Security Dialogue, 46:2
(2015), pp. 165–82 (p. 170); Inger Skjelsbæk, The Political Psychology of War Rape: Studies from Bosnia and Herzegovina
(London: Routledge, 2012).

20Elisabeth Porter, ‘Gendered narratives: Stories and silences in transitional justice’, Human Rights Review, 17:1 (2016),
pp. 35–50.

21Bronwyn Davies, ‘The concept of agency: A feminist poststructuralist analysis’, Social Analysis: The International Journal
of Social and Cultural Practice, 30 (1991), pp. 42–53 (p. 52).

22Tracy L. Osborn, How Women Represent Women: Political Parties, Gender and Representation in the State Legislatures
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012); Barton-Hrone ̌sová, Struggle for Redress.

23Dimiter Toshkov, Research Design in Political Science (Basingstoke: PalgraveMacmillan, 2016), p. 29; Alexander L. George
and Andre Bennett, Case Studies and Theory Development in the Social Sciences (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2005), p. 32.

24Steven E. Clayman, Mark N. Elliott, John Heritage, and Laurie L. McDonald, ‘Historical trends in questioning presidents,
1953–2000’, Presidential Studies Quarterly, 36:4 (2006), pp. 571–83.

25Janet A. Holmes, Women, Men and Politeness (London: Longman, 1995).
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deliberation to address women’s interests as well as a range of other concerns. Women legis-
lators contest the masculine framing of transitional justice through robust questioning, despite
constraints imposed by partisanship, ideology, and nationalism, although constraints imposed by
nationalism, related to dominant normative interpretations of conflict, are the most difficult for
women legislators to overcome.

Our contribution advances feminist perspectives on transitional justice, which have centred
gender in the analysis of the traditionally de-gendered concerns of this field.26 These perspectives
have focused on the need for inclusion of harms against women in transitional justice, participa-
tion of women in transitional justice, and addressing structural gender inequalities.27 We engage
with the question of women’s participation, while heeding Davies and True’s observation that
‘the fixation on the quantifiable nature of the number of women with a seat at the peace table
must not become an end in itself, detracting from the substantive post-conflict gender-justice
outcomes’.28 Mobilising feminist institutionalism concerned with how the gendered character of
institutional norms, rules, and relations produces their gendered effects,29 this article reveals how
gender relations are reordered through women’s participation in discourse in parliaments. Our
findings challenge binarised and essentialist views on women’s language in institutions and reveal
women’s ability to take on the enduring power of ‘hegemonic masculinities’30 after a conflict and
transform masculinist and, to an extent, nationalist conceptions of transitional justice.

We first discuss the role of language in establishing and maintaining masculine domination in
parliaments by drawing on the feminist institutionalist analysis in relation to the communities of
practice approach. The article then addresses and defines women’s discursive agency and its enact-
ment at the micro-level and macro-level of discourse. The section on research design introduces
the case study of Croatia and describes the textual data and the coding of parliamentary questions
that captures directness as a feature of adversarial discourse. It also presents the methods used
to analyse micro- and macro-dimensions of discourse. Next, we analyse and discuss the results of
quantitative and qualitative analysis of women’s andmen’s parliamentary questions.The conclusion
elaborates the article’s contribution to feminist transitional justice.

Gender, language, and domination in parliaments
National parliaments are public domains in which differences between women’s and men’s lan-
guage reflect and perpetuate male domination.31 Masculine parliamentary discourse accompanies
an enduring historic pattern of men’s proportional domination in parliaments, despite the more
recent global trend of women’s increased representation.32 The impact of different patterns of men’s
and women’s speech behaviour on policy-making is the subject of a growing body of scholarship.33
This literature has shown how female legislators can contribute to the recognition of women’s needs

26Abigail Gyimah, ‘Gender and transitional justice in West Africa: The cases of Ghana and Sierra Leone’, African Leadership
Centre (ALC) Research Report No. 4 (King’s College London, 2009).

27Catherine O’Rourke, ‘Feminist scholarship in transitional justice: A de-politicising impulse?’, Women’s Studies
International Forum, 51 (2015), pp. 118–27 (p. 118).

28Sara E. Davies and Jacqui True, ‘Women, peace, and security: A transformative agenda?’, in Sara E. Davies and Jacqui
True (eds), The Oxford Handbook of Women, Peace, and Security (Oxford: Oxford University Press), available at: {https://
doi.org/10.1093/oxfordhb/9780190638276.001.0001}, pp. 1–14 (p. 11); Georgina Waylen, ‘A seat at the table – is it enough?
Gender, multiparty negotiations, and institutional design in South Africa andNorthern Ireland’, Politics & Gender, 10:4 (2014),
pp. 495–523.

29Meryl Kenny, Gender and Political Recruitment: Theorizing Institutional Change (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013);
Mona Lena Krook and Fiona Mackay (eds), Gender, Politics and Institutions: Towards a Feminist Institutionalism (Basingstoke:
Palgrave Macmillan, 2010).

30Hamber, ‘There is a crack in everything’.
31Mackay, Kenny, and Chappell, ‘New institutionalism through a gender lens’; Krook, ‘Studying political representation’.
32Michelle M. Taylor-Robinson, ‘Gender and legislatures’, in Shane Martin, Thomas Saalfeld, and Kaare W. Strøm (eds), The

Oxford Handbook of Legislative Studies (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), pp. 250–66.
33Jack Blumenau, ‘The effects of female leadership on women’s voice in political debate’, British Journal of Political Science,

51:2 (2021), pp. 750–71; Claire Devlin and Robert Elgie, ‘The effect of increased women’s representation in parliament: The
case of Rwanda’, Parliamentary Affairs, 61:2 (2008), pp. 237–54.
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and concerns as well as to enriching discussion of issues beyond those conventionally understood
as ‘female’.34

Engagingwith arguments aboutmen’s andwomen’s distinct communicative styles both in infor-
mal and formal contexts,35 we operationalise feminist institutionalist analysis by leveraging the
‘communities of practice’ (CofP) approach put forward by Eckert and McConnell-Ginet.36 The
premise of the CofP approach is that understanding the relationship between gender and language
requires that ‘we look locally, closely observing linguistic and gender practices in the context of
a particular community’s social practices’.37 Integrating the CofP language-focused approach with
the feminist institutionalist analysis allows us to elucidate how gender differences are constituted
by interactional strategies and how these, in turn, construct gender relations out of ‘a repertoire of
similarities and differences and ideas about [men and women]’.38 Notably, by observing the differ-
ences inmen’s andwomen’s language in parliaments, we can infer women’s agency enacted through
their participation in policy formulation.

Conceptualising women’s discursive agency
This study’s conceptualisation of women’s discursive agency draws on feminist theories of gender
and language, which aim at identifying and explaining differences in howmen andwomen speak.39
Even within the same community of practice, men and women may be positioned differently, a
difference which, as Cameron argues, will be manifested in their respective speaking behaviour.40
At the same time, scholars have questioned generalisations about the characteristics of women’s
speech, as evidenced in their speaking style and in their content, which often portray women as
‘more conservative,more polite,more cooperative, andmore egalitarian thanmen’.41 These binaries
between feminine and masculine speech need to be interrogated when studying women’s agency,
which can be observed both at a micro- and a macro-level of women’s discourse in any given com-
munity of practice. We first elaborate the micro-level interactional feature of women’s discursive
agency.

Directness: The micro-level interactional dimension of legislators’ discourse
Adversarial discourse is a prominent aspect of parliaments. This masculine norm of commu-
nication is constitutive of asymmetrical gender relations in parliaments, characterised by men’s
domination and women’s subordination.42 Gender-based differences in the mode of interaction
can have policy repercussions.43 The way women engage with dominant discursive norms in any

34Kathryn Pearson and Logan Dancey, ‘Elevating women’s voices in Congress’, Political Research Quarterly, 64:4 (2011), pp.
910–23; Paul S. Herrnson, J. Celeste Lay, and Atiya Kai Stokes, ‘Women running “as women”: Candidate gender, campaign
issues, and voter-targeting strategies’, Journal of Politics, 65:1 (2003), pp. 244–55.

35Cameron, ‘Why is language a feminist issue?’; Talbot, Language and Gender; Tannen, Talking Voices; Walsh, Gender and
Discourse.

36Eckert and McConnell-Ginet, ‘Think practically and look locally’.
37Ibid., p. 464. See also EtienneWenger, Communities of Practice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998); Jean Lave

and Etienne Wenger, Situated Learning: Legitimate Peripheral Participation (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991).
38Eckert and McConnell-Ginet, ‘Think practically and look locally’, p. 468.
39Robin Tolmach Lakoff, Language and Woman’s Place Text and Commentaries. Revised and expanded edition by Mary

Bucholtz (Oxford: OxfordUniversity Press, 2004); Cameron, ‘Why is language a feminist issue?’; Talbot, Language andGender;
Tannen, Talking Voices; Walsh, Gender and Discourse.

40Deborah Cameron, ‘Language, gender, and sexuality: Current issues and new directions’, Applied Linguistics, 26:4 (2005),
pp. 482–502 (p. 489).

41Penelope Eckert and Sally McConnell-Ginet, ‘New generalizations and explanations in language and gender research’,
Language in Society, 28:2 (1999): pp. 185–201 (p. 191); cf. Holmes, Women, Men and Politeness, Annette Hannah and Tamar
Murachver, ‘Gender preferential responses to speech’, Journal of Language and Social Psychology, 26:3 (2007), pp. 274–90.

42Acker, ‘Hierarchies, jobs, bodies’.
43Linda L. Carli, ‘Gender differences in interaction style and influence’, Journal of Personality and Social Psychology,

56:4 (1989), pp. 565–76.
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given community of practice can undermine or enhance their influence on policy formulation.The
aggressive nature of parliamentary discourse can be observed from the content of MPs’ speeches.
However, linguistic and syntactic features of language are also a potent but less understood aspect
of gendered discourse in parliaments. Therefore, the adversarialness of parliamentary questions
can find linguistic expression in directness, which refers to ‘the level of coercion encoded in the
question’.44 Directness is one of the most debated examples of manifestation of difference between
women’s and men’s language.

A considerable body of sociolinguistic research has found that women tend to be more indirect
than men in their speech.45 Indirectness is an expression of politeness. Politeness as a feature of
women’s speech has been observed in a variety of cultural contexts and conversational domains.46
As a linguistic strategy, politeness works well in private domains. It may also be effective in pub-
lic settings, such as meetings. Politeness can lead to ‘communicative satisfaction’47 and can also
encourage collaborative discussion and problem-solving.

But, politeness can be inappropriate or unhelpful in certain public contextswhere, asHolmes has
argued, it ‘can give the impression that the speaker is weak and ineffectual’.48 This is particularly
the case in the political domain of parliaments and during parliamentary questions, which are
intended to probe government policy. Given the role of discourse in entrenching male domination
in parliaments, the exercise of women’s discursive agency can be gleaned from whether female
legislators enact or reject the interactional communicative norm of adversarialness at the micro-
level of parliamentary interactions. This aspect of women’s discursive agency is inseparable from
the content of their contributions.

Partisanship, ideology, and nationalism: The macro-level dimensions of legislators’ discourse
Sociolinguists havewarned that the understanding of parliamentary discourse as gendered – that is,
adversarial and masculine as opposed to cooperative and feminine – risks entrenching misplaced
binary conceptions between impolitemen andpolitewomen.49 Not only do these assumptions need
to be tested empirically, but the binaries between ‘dominant’ and ‘adversarial’ men and ‘dominated’
and ‘polite’ women can also be unsettledwhen other components of identity, such as ethnicity, class,
and (sub)culture are taken in account.50 These intersections manifest themselves in discourse and
need to be addressed when attempting to capture women’s discursive agency.

Partisanship, ideology, and nationalism are macro-level normative structures that mediate pol-
icy positions on the legacy of human rights violations in post-conflict contexts. Partisanship as
a form of lasting associative relation between the partisan and their party is defined by a dis-
tinct set of obligations and in-group loyalty.51 Scholars of legislatures and political representation
have shown that for ‘women legislators, representing women is an inherently partisan endeav-
our’.52 Concerns of partisanship appear paramount; female legislators tend to give precedence to
party-sponsored non-female issues rather than step out of the party line and advocate in favour of
women’s interests.53 Whether women legislators follow or challenge their party line on transitional

44Steven E. Clayman, John Heritage, Mark N. Elliott, and Laurie L. McDonald, ‘When does the watchdog bark?’, American
Sociological Review, 72:1 (2007), pp. 23–41 (pp. 29–31).

45Lakoff, Language and Woman’s Place Text and Commentaries.
46Holmes, Women, Men and Politeness.
47Carol Edelsky, ‘Who’s got the floor?’, Language in Society, 10:3 (1981), pp. 383–421 (pp. 416–17).
48Holmes, Women, Men and Politeness, p. 213.
49Cameron, ‘Why is language a feminist issue?’.
50Eckert and McConnell-Ginet, ‘Think practically and look locally’, p. 472.
51Jonathan White and Lea Ypi, The Meaning of Partisanship (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2016).
52Osborn, How Women Represent Women; Katrine Beauregard, ‘Partisanship and the gender gap: Support for gender quotas

in Australia’, Australian Journal of Political Science, 53:2 (2018), pp. 290–319.
53Osborn, How Women Represent Women.
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justice corresponds to one macro-level dimension of their discursive agency. The next dimension
concerns their ideological preferences. Scholars have observed that women tend to be more liberal
thanmen evenwithin the same party.54 In the context of transitional justice, women’s agency can be
observed inwhether and how they challenge communitarian approaches to human rights and enti-
tlements. Lastly, women’s discursive agency in post-conflict transitional justice needs to consider
the normative impact of ‘post-conflict nationalism’,55 which constrains the scope of political posi-
tions considered legitimate. Nationalism demands ultimate loyalty to the nation, whereby national
identity overrides other identities, including gender. It is rooted in the ethno-centric interpreta-
tions of violent conflict that construct victim hierarchies.56 These hierarchies afford recognition
only to the victims from one’s own national group and deny recognition to victims from adversary
group(s). Yet recognition as a victim, regardless of their national identity, precedes ‘the possibility
of redress’57 and, therefore, is necessary for broadening the scope of a transitional justice policy in
post-conflict contexts.

Consequently, women’s discursive agency in parliaments can be observed in both how women
engage with adversarial discourse and how they navigate normative discursive structures imposed
by partisanship, ideology, and nationalism.These two dimensions of discourse that reflect the com-
munication style and the content of their parliamentary speech can be captured by two distinct
empirical approaches: Conversation Analysis (CA) and Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA). Before
turning to the methods and data used in this study, we present our research design in the following
section.

Research design
Transitional justice in Croatia: A case study
We apply a case-study research design. Croatia’s transitional justice is a typical case of gendered
transitional justice in a post-conflict country, representative of ‘a broader population’ of cases in
other post-conflict contexts.58 Specifically, women are outnumbered by men in the Croatian par-
liament, a pattern which is typical of other Western and non-Western parliaments. Further, the
masculine character of Croatia’s transitional justice reflects common, gendered, and ethnic fram-
ing of transitional justice in other post-conflict contexts.59 For example, a law on wartime rape
established and legally operationalised an ethnically-centred definition of wartime rape.60 Such an
intersectional nature of transitional justice in the Croatian case study delimits its generalisability

54Robert Hogan, ‘Sex and the statehouse: The effects of gender on legislative roll call voting’, Social Science Quarterly, 89:4
(2008), pp. 955–68; Sarah Poggione, ‘Exploring gender differences in state legislators’ policy preferences’, Political Research
Quarterly, 57:2 (2004), pp. 305–14.

55Denisa Kostovicova and Vesna Bojicic-Dzelilovic, ‘Ethnicity pays: The political economy of post-conflict nationalism in
Bosnia-Herzegovina’, in Bill Kissane (ed.),After CivilWar: Division, Reconstruction, andReconciliation inContemporary Europe
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2014), pp. 187–213.

56Kieran McEvoy and Kirsten McConnachie, ‘Victimology in transitional justice: Victimhood, innocence and hierarchy’,
European Journal of Victimology, 9:5 (2012), pp. 527–38.

57Stephanie Fohring, ‘Introduction to the special issue: Victim identities and hierarchies’, International Review of
Victimology, 24:2 (2018), pp. 147–9 (p. 147); Barton-Hrone ̌sová, Struggle for Redress.

58Jason Seawright and John Gerring, ‘Case selection techniques in case study research: A menu of qualitative and
quantitative options’, Political Research Quarterly, 61:2 (2008), pp. 294–308 (p. 294); Toshkov, Research Design in Political
Science, p. 292.

59Croatian legislation divided female victims of violence along ethnic lines. Anja Vladisavljevic, Mladen Lakic, and Blerta
Begisholli, ‘Compensation comes late for the rape survivors of the Balkan wars’, BalkanInsight (19 June 2019), available at:
{https://balkaninsight.com/2019/06/19/za-zrtve-silovane-tokom-ratova-devedestih-kompenzacija-dolazi-kasno/?lang=sr}.

60Janine Natalya Clark, ‘In from the margins: Survivors of wartime sexual violence in Croatia and an early analysis of
the new law’, Journal of Human Rights Practice, 8:1 (2016), pp. 128–47. Gordana Suboti ́c and Adriana Zaharijevi ́c, ‘Women
between war Scylla and nationalist Charybdis: Legal interpretations of sexual violence in the countries of former Yugoslavia’,
in John Idriss Lahai and Khanyisela Moyo (eds), Gender in Human Rights and Transitional Justice (New York: Springer, 2017),
pp. 239–64 (p. 253).
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to that universe of cases of gendered post-conflict transitional justice where conflict was fought
along the lines of ethnic identity.61

The background
Transitional justice policy in Croatia is embedded in the dominant nationalist understanding of
the 1991–5 war, called the ‘Homeland War’ (‘Domovinski rat’ in Croatian), fought between Croats
and Serbs from Croatia, who were supported by neighbouring Serbia. The associated narrative,
supported by the majority of ethnic Croats, is that Serbia was an aggressor attempting to destroy
both the Croatian state and the Croatian nation.62 This view of the war was made official when
the Croatian parliament (‘Sabor’ in Croatian) adopted the ‘Declaration on the Homeland War’ in
2000.63 The declaration introduced a single, hegemonic ethno-centric narrative about war.

At the same time, party politics, involving the left-of-centre parties spearheaded by the Social
Democratic Party (SDP – from the Croatian ‘Socijaldemokratska partija Hrvatske’) and the
Croatian Democratic Union (HDZ – from the Croatian ‘Hrvatska demokratska zajednica’), the
wartime party, impacted transitional justice. The SDP was prepared to support Croatia’s collab-
oration with the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia (ICTY), the main
instrument of transitional justice in the early post-war years,64 arguing that Croats who committed
war crimes should be held accountable likewar criminals fromother ethnic groups.Unlike the SDP,
the HDZ professed and practised cooperation with the ICTY while maintaining that suspected
Croatian war criminals were in fact blameless defenders of the Croatian nation. At the same time,
the HDZ has nurtured a strong bond with war veterans, passing legislation supporting them and
their families.65 In addition, supported by the right-wing intelligentsia and conservative segments
of Croatian society,66 the HDZ has accused SDP members and supporters of being unpatriotic
or ‘improper’ Croats.67 The HDZ has also attempted to discredit the left for failing to stand by
war veterans during and after the war.68 These sensitive charges have narrowed the space for the
centre-left’s political manoeuvring,69 revealing its vulnerability on national issues.

It is within this national and partisan context that transitional justice policy in Croatia has
emerged as a gendered policy field. Nationalist framing of transitional justice has been a subject
of the growing body of scholarship on transitional justice in Croatia.70 This scholarship focuses

61George and Bennett, Case Studies and Theory Development, p. 32.
62Ivor Sokoli ́c, International Courts and Mass Atrocity: Narratives of War and Justice in Croatia (Basingstoke:

Palgrave Macmillan, 2019), p. 53.
63Sokoli ́c, International Courts and Mass Atrocity, p. 56.
64Jelena Suboti ́c, Hijacked Justice: Dealing with the Past in the Balkans (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2009), p. 117.
65Sharon Fisher, ‘Contentious politics in Croatia: The war veterans’ movement’, in Petr Kopecký and Cas Mudde (eds),

Uncivil Society? Contentious Politics in Post-Communist Europe (London: Routledge, 2003), pp. 70–88; Aleksandar Jakir,
‘Croatia: Victims of transition? The role of homeland war veterans in public discourse in Croatia’, in Paul Taylor, Emma
Murray, and Katherine Albertson (eds), Military Past, Civilian Present: International Perspectives on Veterans’ Transition from
the Armed Forces (New York: Springer, 2019), pp. 31–42; Paul Stubbs and Sini ̌sa Zrin ̌s ̌cak, ‘Citizenship and social welfare in
Croatia: Clientelism and the limits of “Europeanisation”’, European Politics and Society, 16:3 (2015), pp. 395–410. See ‘Zakon o
hrvatskim braniteljima iz Domovinskog rata i ̌clanovima njihovih obitelji’ (The Law on the Croatian Veterans of theHomeland
War and their Family Members), Narodne Novine (Peoples’s Newspaper) (6 December 2017), available at: {https://narodne-
novine.nn.hr/clanci/sluzbeni/2017_12_121_2758.html}.

66Viktor Koska and AnaMatan, ‘Croatian citizenship regime and traumatized categories of Croatian citizens: Serb minority
and Croatian defenders of the Homeland War’, Politi ̌cka misao (Political Thought), 54:1–2 (2017), pp. 119–49 (p. 139).

67Kre ̌simir Macan, ‘Rezultati parlamentarnih izbora u Hrvatskoj od 2000. do 2011’ (Results of the parliamentary elections
in Croatia from 2000 until 2011), PRglas (16 October 2015), available at: {https://www.prglas.com/rezultati-parlamentarnih-
izbora-u-hrvatskoj-od-2000-2011/}.

68Koska and Matan, ‘Croatian citizenship regime’, p. 136; Sokoli ́c, International Courts and Mass Atrocity, pp. 54–5.
69Danijela Dolenec, ‘Za ̌sto SDP-ova vlada nije socijaldemokratska?’ (Why isn’t the SDP government social democratic?),

Politi ̌cke analize (Political Analyses), 5:20 (2014), pp. 3–38 (p. 37).
70Sokoli ́c, International Courts and Mass Atrocity; Ana Ljubojevi ́c, ‘What’s the story? Transitional justice and the creation

of historical narratives in Croatia and Serbia’, Politi ̌cka misao (Political Thought), 49:5 (2012), pp. 50–68; Tamara Banjeglav,
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on the persistence of public discourse about the war that elevates the sacrifice made by veter-
ans.71 However, little is known about how this powerful masculine discourse, which defines the
political parameters for the formulation of transitional justice policy in the Croatian parliament, is
contested, including the role of women legislators therein.

The corpus
We analyse an original textual corpus comprised of the transcripts of 390 parliamentary questions
asked in the Croatian parliament about issues concerning transitional justice, mainly referring to
the 1991–5Croat–Serb conflict.The questions were extracted from the official Croatian parliament
webpage by applying multiple search strategies that encompass comprehensively terms related to
transitional justice in the Croatian context.72 They do not include questions on other policy areas
(or topics), although certain aspects of questions about transitional justice also relate to other policy
areas, for example social policy or education. The questions were asked orally by MPs during the
designated question time in the Croatian parliament from 2004 to 2020.

Discourse analysis methods: Conversation Analysis and Critical Discourse Analysis
Our examination of the discourse of female legislators uses both Conversation Analysis (CA),
focused on the sequential organisation of talk, and Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA), which
reveals the role of discourse in constructing and refracting the social world.73 CA and CDA are
analytically different, and their analytical pay-offs differ as well.74

Conversation Analysis, which can be both qualitative and quantitative, focuses on the micro-
level of ‘talk in action’.75 What distinguishes CA from other types of analysis of discourse is its
attention to the ‘organisation of conduct within interactions’.76 We use CA to analyse the inter-
actional dimension of parliamentary questions that emerges from the bottom-up treatment of
textual data.77 The application of CA, which focuses on the orderly nature of talk in conversa-
tional sequences and turn-taking, is combined with CDA, which captures disorderly interactions
and reveals obscured meanings that reflect, reinforce, or challenge the lifeworld beyond speakers’
interactions, while taking into account how speakers are positioned within the macro-level of dis-
course. The constructionist assumption in CDA defines discourse as a set of practices implicated
in the social production of reality, including subjects, objects, and relations between them.78

‘Dealing with the past in post-war Croatia: Perceptions, problems, and perspectives’, in Olivera Simi ́c and Zara Vol ̌ci ̌c (eds),
Transitional Justice and Civil Society in the Balkans (New York: Springer, 2012), pp. 33–50.

71Michal Mochtak, ‘Mythologizing war: Legacies of conflict in Croatian parliamentary debates’, Southeast European
and Black Sea Studies, 20:3 (2020), pp. 491–513; Michal Mochtak, Josip Glaurdi ́c, and Christophe Lesschaeve, ‘Talking
war: Representation, veterans and ideology in post-war parliamentary debates’, Government and Opposition, 57:1 (2022),
pp. 148–70.

72Croatian parliament website available at: {https://www.sabor.hr}.
73Norman Fairclough, ‘Critical discourse analysis’, in James Paul Gee and Michael Handford (eds), The Routledge Handbook

of Discourse Analysis (Abingdon: Routledge, 2012), pp. 9–20.
74Margaret Wetherell, ‘Positioning and interpretive repertoires: Conversation analysis and post-structuralism in dialogue’,

Discourse & Society, 9:3 (1998), pp. 387–412; Robin Wooffitt, Conversation Analysis and Discourse Analysis: A Comparative
and Critical Introduction (Los Angeles: Sage, 2005).

75John Heritage and Steven Clayman, Talk in Action: Interactions, Identities and Institutions (Chichester:
Wiley-Blackwell, 2011).

76Steven E. Clayman and Viginia Teas Gill, ‘Conversation analysis’, in James Paul Gee and Michael Handford (eds), The
Routledge Handbook of Discourse Analysis (London: Routledge, 2012), pp. 120–35 (p. 120).

77Paul Ten Have, Doing Conversation Analysis: A Practical Guide, 2nd ed. (Los Angeles: Sage, 1999), pp. 30–8.
78Thomas Greckhamer and Sebnem Cilesiz, ‘Rigor, transparency, evidence, and representation in discourse analysis:

Challenges and recommendations’, International Journal of Qualitative Methods, 13:1 (2014), pp. 422–43; Cynthia Hardy,
Bill Harley, and Nelson Phillips, ‘Discourse analysis and content analysis: Two solitudes?’, Qualitative Methods, 2:1 (2004),
pp. 19–22; Mark Laffey and Jutta Weldes, ‘Methodological reflections on discourse analysis’, Qualitative Methods, 2:1 (2004),
pp. 28–30.
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We draw on multi-method analysis involving CA and CDA to capture the ‘dilemmas of voice’,
since the investigation of talk in action can highlight the substantive content of speech and reveal
hidden social implications of interactions.79 In this study of women’s discursive agency in transi-
tional justice policy-making, we combine CA and CDA to analyse how female legislators orient
themselves towards the adversarial nature of parliamentary discourse to evaluate their use of
language at themicro-level of discourse in the community of practice represented by a national par-
liament, and to capture how their discourse is fluid, contested, and embedded in normative power
structures at the macro-level of discourse,80 as defined by partisanship, ideology, and nationalism.

To measure directness as an interactional feature of questions, which we analyse quantitatively,
we created a dataset by compiling and applying a coding scheme, anchored in CA. Directness
denotes the extent to which a question is blunt81 and coerces the answerer to respond. The level
of directness is expressed in self- and other-referencing phrases with corresponding syntactic
forms. Indirect questions tend to contain self-referencing phrases, such as: ‘I wonder whether…’, ‘I
would/want to ask you…’, etc., or other-referencing phrases, such as: ‘Can you/Could you tell us …’,
or ‘Will you/Would you tell us …’.82 By contrast, direct questions lack these polite frames. As such,
they reflect the absence of deference and represent adversarial engagement.83 The entire corpus
was coded independently by two coders to ensure that coding is reproducible.84 The inter-coder
reliability test demonstrates the acceptable level of agreement.85

CA is combined with a qualitative approach – rooted in CDA – to questions asked by male
and female MPs that were coded as direct, i.e. only to adversarial questions. We hold this feature
of questions constant so that we can rigorously identify differences, if any, in the content of men’s
and women’s parliamentary questions. Comparingmen’s and women’s adversarial questions allows
us to establish how women exercise their agency and to what extent it contributes to dismantling
masculine and other discursive hegemonies in transitional justice.86

Results and analysis
This analysis of women’s discursive agency in transitional justice policy-making locates female
MPs’ discourse in national parliaments as a type of ‘community of practice’.87 A community of prac-
tice conditions language use through the habitual interaction of its members, which in the case of
parliaments is characterised by male domination. As Table 1 shows, most questions (82.56%) in
our corpus were asked by male MPs, as compared to 17.44% asked by female MPs. The share of
questions asked by female MPs about transitional justice is somewhat below the share of women
in the Croatian parliament, who have accounted for about 27% of legislators on average therein
since 2000.88 This indicates men’s marginal domination of parliamentary questions about transi-
tional justice and begs the question whether there is masculine control of transitional justice policy
formulation.

79Jeffrey P. Aguinaldo, ‘Qualitative analysis in gaymen’s health research: Comparing thematic, critical discourse, and conver-
sation analysis’, Journal of Homosexuality, 59:6 (2012), pp. 765–87. In contrast, for a debate on irreconcilability of CA andCDA,
see Michael Billig, ‘Whose terms? Whose ordinariness? Rhetoric and ideology in conversation analysis’, Discourse & Society,
10:4 (1999), pp. 543–58; Emanuel A Schegloff, ‘Whose text? Whose context?’, Discourse & Society, 8:4 (1997), pp. 165–87.

80Fairclough, ‘Critical discourse analysis’.
81Clayman et al., ‘Historical trends’, p. 566.
82Ibid.
83Ibid., p. 567.
84Klaus Krippendorff, Content Analysis: An Introduction to Its Methodology, 3rd ed. (Thousand Oaks, CA:

Sage Publications, 2013), p. 217.
85Cohen’s 𝜅 (coefficient of inter-coder reliability) for directness is 0.96.
86Laffey and Weldes, ‘Methodological reflections’, p. 28.
87Eckert and McConnell-Ginet, ‘Think practically and look locally’.
88Željko Poljak, ‘The role of gender in parliamentary attacks and incivility’, Politics and Governance, 10:4 (2022),

pp. 286–98 (p. 290).
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Table 1. Frequency of parliamentary questions by gender.

Questions count Questions percentage

Male MPs 322 82.56%

Female MPs 68 17.44%

390 100.00%

We first investigate the communication style in the Croatian parliament. The analysis of direct-
ness – the linguistic feature of parliamentary questions – allows us to establish whether men’s
numerical domination in parliament and in parliamentary questions coexists with adversarialness
as amasculine discursive norm of parliamentary speech.89 Table 2 shows that adversarialness is the
dominant feature of parliamentary questions about transitional justice in the Croatian parliament.
We found that of 390 questions asked in the period between 2004 and 2020, 82.31% were direct
questions that put pressure on the answerer, while 13.33% were indirect questions.

Considering that patriarchy is entrenched in parliaments through dominant adversarial dis-
course,90 we further check how men and women participate in this type of discourse. We find that
the distribution of direct and indirect questions is similar for men and women legislators. As seen
in Table 3, the vast majority of questions by both men and women about transitional justice were
direct; 86.97% of questions asked by men were direct, while 81.82% of questions asked by women
were direct.91

The use of a particular linguistic form or conversational strategy depends in part on previous
interactive experiences; however, as Tannen points out, it also represents the individual’s choice and
preference for some strategies over others.92 Our findings, based on a linguistic measure of adver-
sarialism, indicate that women legislators adopt the adversarial norm of discourse in parliaments
when they ask parliamentary questions about transitional justice. Challenging the stereotype of
female legislators’ style as less adversarial and more cooperative than that of male legislators,93 our
results contribute to growing evidence pointing tomany features of women’s speech in parliaments
and in politics, more generally, that do not differ from men’s. For example, women’s speaking style
has become more adversarial over time in the UK parliament.94 Similarly, when testing arguments
about ‘gendered deliberation’,95 scholars have shown that there is no difference between women’s
and men’s quality of deliberation in parliaments and civil society fora.96 The analysis now turns to
macro-level dimensions of female legislators’ discourse in transitional justice policy-making and
examines whether it is different from men’s, when the women’s style of questioning is adversarial
like men’s.

Seven parliamentary questions analysed below represent different types of interactions in the
corpus of 321 direct questions about transitional justice asked by male and female legislators.
After reviewing and classifying these questions, we selected the questions that are representative

89Walsh, Gender and Discourse.
90Mackay, Kenny, and Chappell, ‘New institutionalism through a gender lens’; Holmes, Women, Men and Politeness.
91Proportions are calculated excluding the questions coded as neither. An example of this type of ‘neither’ question is a

rhetorical question. The inclusion of these questions does not change substantially the proportions of direct and indirect
questions by gender.

92Deborah Tannen, Gender & Discourse (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), p. 178.
93Cf. Cameron, ‘Language, gender, and sexuality’; Holmes, Women, Men and Politeness.
94Lotte Hargrave and Jack Blumenau, ‘No longer conforming to stereotypes? Gender, political style and parliamentary

debate in the UK’, British Journal of Political Science, 52:1 (2022), pp. 1–18.
95Rita Grünenfelder and André Bächtiger, ‘Gendered deliberation? How men and women deliberate in legislatures’, paper

presented at European Consortium for Political Research Joint Sessions, Helsinki, 2007.
96André Bächtiger and Dominik Hangartner, ‘When deliberative theory meets empirical political science: Theoretical and

methodological challenges in political deliberation’, Political Studies, 58:4 (2010), pp. 609–29; Seraina Pedrini, ‘Deliberative
capacity in the political and civic sphere’, Swiss Political Science Review, 20:2 (2014), pp. 263–86; cf. Jennifer J. Jones, ‘Talk “like
a man”: The linguistic styles of Hillary Clinton, 1992–2013’, Perspectives on Politics, 14:3 (2016), pp. 625–42.
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Table 2. Directness in parliamentary questions.

Directness frequency Directness percentage

Neither 17 4.36%

Direct 321 82.31%

Indirect 52 13.33%

390 100.00%

Table 3. Directness by gender of MP.

Male MPs Female MPs

Direct 86.97% 81.82%

Indirect 13.03% 18.18%

100.00% 100.00%

of different combinations of askers’ and answerers’ attributes (e.g. the government and opposi-
tion) and specific topics within the transitional justice portfolio. The qualitative analysis probes
how legislators navigate party politics (partisanship), invoke the concepts of human rights and
equality (ideology), and frame the nation (nationalism). A comparative analysis of the content of
men’s and women’s parliamentary questions reveals whether they are characterised by a feminist
or masculinist engagement with transitional justice.

The first question was asked by a male opposition MP from the centre-right nationalist party
HDZ. It was addressed to the prime minister, who was from the centre-left SDP. The question
was asked during the 555-day-long protest by war veterans in front of the Ministry of Defence
(2014–16). The protest was triggered by Deputy Defence Minister Bojan Glava ̌sevi ́c’s statement
that all civilian victims of war, including ethnic Serb victims, should be treated as war victims.97
His statement challenged the accepted norm that only ethnic Croat war veterans should be entitled
to state support by virtue of their participation in the conflict. The MP asked:

Why are you doing it?We all ask ourselves this question. And, they [war veterans] askedme to
ask you how you can fall asleepwhile being aware that themost severely disabled have been on
the road for 90 days; and, you continue to question their honesty and attempt to diminish their
loyalty to the homeland as well as their honourable role in the Homeland War by revealing
their earnings while they are nailed to a wheelchair for the rest of their lives. Don’t you dare
insult them more, belittle them! Do you have a conscience at all, or are you so in love with
yourself and your ministerial chair?

The opening line of this question is confrontational, signalling ideological confrontation. The
MP’s subject position is embedded in an understanding of the primacy of the ethnic nation. The
question reflects the nationalist understanding of the ‘Homeland War’ as a rebirth of a nation-
state, whose primary duty is to safeguard entitlements of war veterans. The MP identified with
the veterans, as illustrated by his erasure of the difference between himself and the veterans in the
ambiguous use of the pronoun ‘we’.98 TheMP acted simultaneously as the veterans’ spokesman and
as an opposition politician, openly disagreeing with the policies of the centre-left government. His
partisanship is evident in the way he discredits the proposed amendments to the 2013Draft Law on
the Rights of CroatianVeterans andMembers of their Families, which aimed to revoke their special
treatment and entitlements. Although this MP originally supported the proposed amendments,99

97Koska and Matan, ‘Croatian citizenship regime’, p. 143.
98Norman Fairclough, New Labour, New Language (London: Routledge, 2000), pp. 35–7.
99Croatian Sabor,War Veterans’ Committee, Session on 29November 2013, available at:{https://www.sabor.hr/radna-tijela/

odbori-i-povjerenstva/izvjesce-odbora-za-ratne-veterane-o-prijedlogu-zakona-o-12}.
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about a year after the veterans’ protests began, the MP characterised the SDP’s proposed law as
disloyal to the legacy of the ‘Homeland War’ because it stated that all war victims should be treated
as war victims.100 His alignment with the ethno-centric interpretation of the conflict is consistent
with his support for privileging the veterans to whom the nation purportedly owes its freedom.101
Furthermore, the MP asserted that the veterans’ ‘loyalty and honesty’ should not be questioned,
tacitly indicating that veterans must not be accused of any wrongdoing (whether during the war,
such as war crimes and human rights violations, or after the war, such as financial malpractice
related to their benefits).

His question reflected the dominant nationalist narrative of the war, which limited the range
of contributions to transitional justice policy-making that are considered legitimate. Additionally,
theMP shamed the primeminister for being ‘in love with [his] ministerial chair’.This attack across
party lines demonstrates how partisanship intersects with nationalism: the prime minister was
criticised for daring to question entitlements of war veterans. Lastly, the silence in this question
reaffirmed nationalist framing of transitional justice as collective and explicitly gendered. The MP
glossed over the fact that the protests for reparations were not supported by all veterans, let alone
all Croatian citizens;102 neither did he mention the involvement of women and minorities in the
war on the Croatian side. His question shows how partisanship and ideology are used to construct
transitional justice as a gendered and ethnicised policy field that prioritises the recognition of men
who are members of the dominant ethnic group.103

The next question illustrates the reverse position of Croatia’s main parties: an MP from the
opposition, centre-left SDP addressed a question to the centre-right government run by the HDZ.
The question was prompted by a strike by teachers, who were dissatisfied with low salaries and the
government’s offer of ‘only’ a 2% pay increase.104 His question was:

Prime Minister, have you considered stopping giving many billions to the Catholic Church?
Further, [have you considered] finally putting an end to the ever-increasing number of veter-
ans and their privileges? Also, preventing the President of the Republic from distributing the
privileged pension to whomever she wants and how she wants, and finally [have you consid-
ered] ending money transfers to Herzegovina [in Bosnia and Herzegovina]? You might then
have enough [money] to meet the demands of those who teach children.

Like the previous question, this question is confrontational, openly questioning the priorities of
the ruling party. It was motivated by the unequal financial treatment of different social groups. The
male MP singled out for his criticism the inflated privileges enjoyed by war veterans at the expense
of teachers and, by implication, children as well. The question and the choice of words illustrate
the challenge of criticising the government, whose legitimacy is largely built on the sacrosanctity
of the ‘Homeland War’ and whose critics are often portrayed as disloyal and unpatriotic. Referring
to ‘children’ let down by nationalists in power gave thisMP the leverage to criticise the government
and its nationalist policy. Ideologically, he stood for universal benefits as opposed to privileging cer-
tain groups, such as war veterans. He portrayed the government as irresponsible, oriented towards
the past and its nationalist mythology.105 Juxtaposing children and veterans constituted a powerful

100Koska and Matan, ‘Croatian citizenship regime’, p. 143.
101Dario Niki ́c Čakar, ‘Kukuriku versus HDZ – analiza izbornih programa’ (Kukuriku versus HDZ – analysis of election

manifestoes), Politi ̌cke analize (Political Analyses), 8:2 (2011), pp. 1–15 (p. 15).
102Ana Ljubojevi ́c, ‘Croatian war veterans: Coup de thé ̂atre or coup d’état?’, South East Europe Blog (12 June 2015), available

at: {www.eprints.lse.ac.uk/80310/}; Dolenec, ‘Za ̌sto SDP-ova vlada nije socijaldemokratska?’, p. 35.
103Ivica Rado ̌s and Zoran ̌Sangut, Branili smo domovinu: pripadnici nacionalnih manjina u odbrani Hrvatske (We defended

the homeland: Members of national minorities in the defence of Croatia) (Vukovar: Udruga pravnika ‘Vukovar 1991’, 2013).
104Sindikat Hrvatskih u ̌citelja (Trade Union of Croatian Teachers), ‘Od sutra ̌strajk u ̌skolama!’ (Starting tomorrow: The

strike in schools)’, available at: {http://shu.hr/vijesti/od-sutra-strajk-u-skolama/}.
105Vjeran Pavlakovi ́c, ‘Croatia, the ICTY, and general Gotovina as a political symbol’, Europa-Asia Studies, 62:10 (2010),

pp. 1707–40.
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discursive strategy for challenging and discrediting the ‘deserving’ few: the Catholic Church in
Croatia, the ethnic kin, i.e. Croats in Bosnia and Herzegovina, and war veterans.106 These groups
have been symbolic pillars of Croatia’s conservative ethno-nationalism, which defines the Croatian
state in primarily religious and ethnic terms.107 ThisMPchallenged indirectly the concept of an eth-
nic nation in an attempt to demystify the ‘Homeland War’.108 Demystification was also achieved by
his criticism of the veterans’ morality and their abuse of privileges. The MP referred to an ‘increas-
ing’ number of veterans. This is a reference to the abuse of veteran status in Croatia, whereby
people resorted to fraudulently claiming veteran status because it brought privileges and finan-
cial benefits.109 The question marks an attempt to shift away from the nationalist construction of
privilege and redefine the basis of the transitional justice policy, despite the risks of being portrayed
as disloyal to the nation. By advocating care for all children, he affirmed civic understanding of the
nation, as supported by the SDP, and demonstrated a critical approach towards the war.

The last of the three illustrative questions by men was asked by an independent MP who
addressed a member of the SDP government. The question concerned redress for gender-based
sexual violence during the Croat–Serb conflict. He asked:

What will be done to find and extradite the Croatian police officer convicted of the crime of
rape in the Homeland War [and] who is on the run outside Croatia? Until when will he keep
receiving the salary from the Ministry of Interior Affairs and will he be made to return the
pay he has received since he was indicted?

The independent MP, critical of all parties, whose discursive agency is not constrained by parti-
sanship, raised the question referring to one of the two police officers of Serb ethnicity who raped
a Croatian woman on the eve of the Croat–Serb conflict in 1991.110 She subsequently recognised
the offenders and reported them to the police in 2000.111 At that point in time, both worked for the
Croatian police force in Vukovar. They were suspended from duty in 2002 after the indictment was
filed but continued to receive 50% of their salary. One policeman escaped to Serbia in 2002.112 The
other was tried in Croatia in 2006 and found guilty in 2012. Just before he was scheduled for sen-
tencing, he escaped to neighbouring Bosnia and Herzegovina to evade justice. Croatia’s Supreme
Court reduced his five-and-a-half-year sentence to two years in 2013.113 He died in Bosnia and
Herzegovina in the same year.114

The MP was entrusted by women in his constituency (as we learn from the preface of his
question) to ask the question about sexual violence during the ‘Homeland War’. He delivered the

106The Catholic Church in Croatia supports right-wing political parties, including the HDZ; see Srdjan Vrcan, The
War in Former Yugoslavia and Religion (London: Routledge, 2003). Croats in Bosnia and Herzegovina, as diaspora voters,
overwhelmingly support right-wing parliamentary candidates in Croatia’s parliamentary elections.

107Vrcan, The War in Former Yugoslavia and Religion.
108Sokoli ́c, International Courts and Mass Atrocity, p. 46.
109For an example of this practice, see Matea Grgurinovic, ‘Croatia registers over 3,000 more veterans during pandemic’,

BalkanInsight (13 December 2021), available at: {https://balkaninsight.com/2021/12/13/croatia-registers-over-3000-more-
war-veterans-during-pandemic/}.

110M. Obrenovi ́c and S. Butigan, ‘Po ̌celo prvo javno suđenje za silovanje u okupiranom Vukovaru’ (First public trial for rape
in occupied Vukovar begins), Jutarnji list (Morning Herald) (16 May 2006), available at: {https://www.jutarnji.hr/naslovnica/
pocelo-prvo-javno-sudenje-za-silovanje-u-okupiranom-vukovaru-3329183}.

111Udruga ‘Žene u Domovinskom ratu’ (Association ‘Women in the Homeland War’), ‘Du ̌san Ivkovi ́c, silovatelj vuko-
varskih ̌zena, pobjegao iz Hrvatske prije izricanja presude’ (Du ̌san Ivkovi ́c, the rapist of Vukovar women, flees Croatia before
sentencing), available at: {https://blog.vecernji.hr/suncica/dusan-ivkovic-silovatelj-vukovarskih-zena-pobjegao-iz-hrvatske-
prije-izricanja-presude-1943}.

112Obrenovi ́c and Butigan, ‘Po ̌celo prvo javno suđenje’.
113tportal.hr, ‘Sud smanjio kaznu monstrumu iz Vukovara’ (Court reduces sentence of Vukovar monster) (28 February

2013), available at: {https://www.tportal.hr/vijesti/clanak/sud-smanjio-kaznu-monstrumu-iz-vukovara-20130228}.
114Glas Slavonije (Voice of Slavonija), ‘Odbjegli vukovarski silovatelj ostao neka ̌znjen za ratni zlo ̌cin iz 1991 (Fugitive

Vukovar rapist goes unpunished for 1991 war crime)’ (12 March 2014), available at: {http://www.glas-slavonije.hr/228832/
1/Odbjegli-vukovarski-silovatelj-ostao-nekaznjen-za-ratni-zlocin-iz-1991}.
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question as a demand for extradition and the return of the salaries paid to the offenders. The vic-
tim’s gender and ethnicity were not mentioned. In other words, a human rights issue was framed
as a case of financial crime, marginalising the victim’s gendered experience of war. This indepen-
dent MP was not constrained by partisanship and could have foregrounded the victim’s right to
justice and opened the debate about justice for women victims of sexual and gender-based vio-
lence, which also included Serb victims of wartime rape. This question demonstrates how women
and their need for recognition are marginalised by certain framings of transitional justice issues,
even when the issue of redress for conflict-related sexual violence that they suffered is raised in the
parliament.

Our analysis now turns to the questions about transitional justice asked by female MPs, whose
linguistic style is adversarial, to find out whether women exercise their discursive agency to
promote feminist transitional justice.

The first question, asked by an MP of the centre-left SDP party was addressed to a government
minister from the same party. The question concerned the legislation regarding wartime sexual
and gender-based violence, which had been in preparation for a long time. She asked:

I am asking you a question relating to the problems involving women victims of wartime
rape. More than a year ago, the preparations started for the systemic resolution of this issue
with legislation that would finally address, on the one hand, their status as victims of rape,
and, on the other, the ways to compensate them. All of us cannot make up for the twenty
years of the state institutions doing nothing about this issue; we cannot compensate for lost
documents and statements which the women have given several times, and for humiliation
they have suffered. But, we can offer them some satisfaction with this law, which is in the
making. Mr Minister, please tell us at what stage is the preparation of this Law [on Sexual
Violence during the Homeland War] and how do you plan to resolve the status of these
women?

Like the previous question asked by a male MP, this question was about the issue of rape during
the ‘Homeland War’. It was one of few parliamentary questions about the recognition of victims
of sexual and gender-based violence, rather than reparations for war veterans. Here, transitional
justice policy was framed as an issue of justice owed to civilian victims, especially women, who
deserve treatment equal to that given to predominantly male military victims. According to the
United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) estimates, there were between some 1,500 and
2,200 (or 2,400 depending on the methodology) cases of serious sexual violence in the Croat–Serb
war, most of them women.115

This confrontational question put pressure on the government led by the MP’s own party to
account for the lack of action on the issue of wartime sexual and gender-based violence. The
MP acted as a representative of all women victims.116 She not only challenged the government
to acknowledge women victims symbolically and financially but also expressed sympathy with
their sense of mistreatment over having to testify multiple times about the crimes they suffered.
Without mincing words, she stated plainly that women victims of violence had been ‘humiliated’.
Identification with survivors of rape based on this MP’s gender identity empowered her to over-
ride the constraints of partisanship and criticise successive governments, including those led by
her party. It took some twenty years from the end of the war to acknowledge women victims of

115UNDP, Procjena broja ̌zrtava seksualnog nasilja tijekom Domovinskog rata na podru ̌cju Republike Hrvatske i optimalni
oblici obe ̌ste ́cenja i podr ̌ske ̌zrtvama (The estimate of the number of victims of sexual violence during the Homeland War on
the territory of the Republic of Croatia and optimal forms of compensation and support for victims) (Zagreb: UNDP, 2013),
(pp. 33–38).

116Jane Mansbridge, ‘Should blacks represent blacks and women represent women? A contingent “Yes”’, The Journal of
Politics, 61:3 (1999), pp. 628–57.
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war,117 unlike war veterans, whose benefits received legislative approval even before the war was
over (in 1994).118

At the same time, this MP avoided talking explicitly about war veterans and their entitlements.
This tactic reflects, once again, the difficulty of criticising publicly the nationalist narrative of the
war. Instead, she focused on the need to acknowledge suffering of women victims during the war,
since the debates in the Croatian parliament have frequently concerned the suffering of the veter-
ans and their contribution to the war effort and nation-building. Speaking about justice for women
victims of sexual and gender-based violence in the parliament, she gave voice to the marginalised.
Notably, she did not position herself explicitly against the dominant narrative about the ‘Homeland
War’, in which the prioritisation of male and ethnic Croat victims of armed violence is embedded.
Further, she spoke about ‘thesewomen’ survivors, without explicitly addressing the fact that the vic-
tims were both ethnic Croats and Serbs. This is another indication that constraints of partisanship
are easier to overcome than constraints of nationalism.

The next question was asked by a female MP of the centre-right HDZ and was addressed to the
deputy prime minister, who was from her own party. Her question was:

Will the costs of preparatory courses for enrolment in higher education institutions in the
academic year 2009/2010 be financed again?

The background to the question was legislation passed in early 2005. The law gave priority to
the children of war veterans in university enrolment if they satisfied certain criteria. The Supreme
Court abolished this law when the HDZ government was in power (December 2006). The court
deemed it unconstitutional on the grounds that it contravened the principle of equality, the rule of
law, and respect for the autonomy of higher education.119 Instead, the HDZ government decided
to help the children of war veterans by establishing grants for preparatory courses for secondary
schools and universities.120 This decision reflected the HDZ policy of prioritising support for war
veterans and their families.

The MP skilfully manoeuvered around the issue of the entitlements of the children of war vet-
erans over other children. She relied on a tacit dissatisfaction within the HDZ about the abolition
of the law to ask a question critical of her own party’s policy.121 Her question did not refer directly
to the children of war veterans. Nonetheless, the intent of her question is clear; she asked whether
‘the preparatory courses will be financed again’ [our italics]. The question indicated that the chil-
dren of war veterans need and deserve support because their parents had fought in the ‘Homeland
War’, consistent with the HDZ narrative that the nation is indebted to the veterans and their fam-
ilies.122 Although she drew attention to the rights of children, this MP located these rights within
the nationalist understanding of the ‘Homeland War’. She was a good partisan and loyal to party
ideology. Although this parliamentary question contributed to the diversification of transitional
justice policies in invoking the welfare of all children, the framing of transitional justice policy was
within the bounds of the nationalist narrative of the war.

Thenext question, concerning the rights of children, was asked by awomanMP from the centre-
left SDP and addressed to a female member of government from the centre-right HDZ. As in the

117The law was adopted on 29 May 2015 and came into force on 18 June 2015. See ‘Zakon o pravima ̌zrtava seksualnog
nasilja za vrijeme oru ̌zane agresije na Republiku Hrvatsku u Domovinskom ratu’ (The Law on the Rights of Victims of Sexual
Violence during the Armed Aggression on the Republic of Croatia in the Homeland War), available at: {https://branitelji.gov.
hr/vijesti/zakon-o-pravima-zrtava-seksualnog-nasilja/1148}.

118The Law on the Rights of the Croatian Veterans of the Homeland War came into force in 1994, see Narodne Novine
(People’s Newspaper), (12 January 1994), available at {https://narodne-novine.nn.hr/clanci/sluzbeni/1994_01_2_11.html}.
Since then, benefits have been awarded to war veterans.

119Dnevnik.hr (Daily), ‘Djeci branitelja ukinut povla ̌steni upis’ (Preferential enrolment abolished for the children of veter-
ans), (20 December 2006), available at: {https://dnevnik.hr/vijesti/hrvatska/djeci-branitelja-ukinut-povlasteni-upis.html}.

120According to the minister’s response to this question, nearly 400 grants were awarded for the 2008/9 academic year.
121This question was asked after the law was declared unconstitutional by the Supreme Court.
122Mochtak, Glaurdi ́c, and Lesschaeve,‘Talking war’, p. 154.
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previously examined question, the MP scrutinised the law that gave educational privileges to the
children of war veterans between January 2005 and December 2006. She asked:

Therefore, encouraged by the questions of veterans who are disabled, I am asking you, what
are you planning to do to correct this injustice towards the children of the disabled and the
children of war veterans who have been paying their fees until now, and what are you plan-
ning to do to grant equal rights to all children, that is the children of all disabled and all war
veterans?

Unlike the previous example, in which the female MP directed a question to a member of her
own party, this question illustrates how partisanship plays into a confrontation over the framing
of compensation for war victims. Once again, children were at the forefront of a partisan chal-
lenge, but in this case the approach to education-related privileges was radically different. This MP
accepted the notion that children of war veterans were entitled to certain rights but also insisted
that children of all disabled people were entitled to the same rights.123 She signalled her position
that rights are universal and that therefore no child should be discriminated against. Like other
MPs, she was aware of the nationalist narrative about the war and of the risks of appearing unpa-
triotic if she were to criticise it openly. Her question put the HDZ minister in the difficult situation
of having to explain the differential treatment the law established in the process of enrolment, by
privileging veterans’ children over other children with disabled parent(s). Furthermore, the law
also privileged children of some war veterans, because not all veterans’ children benefited from it.
The question points to an unexpected alliance between a centre-left politician and war veterans,
who are traditionally aligned with centre-right parties.124 It reflects her political acumen in that she
seized a political opportunity presented by the fact that traumatised war veterans were less likely to
vote for the nationalist parties.125 She therefore acted on their behalf. However, rather than fall into
the nationalist pattern of advocating entitlements for war veterans only, she made the case for the
support of all children. The criticism of the government’s discriminatory policy in this parliamen-
tary question was embedded in her party’s advocacy of the rule of law, universal rights, and equal
treatment of all children. In this way, she was also able to criticise the government’s policy-making,
which reflected the nationalist understanding of the conflict.

The last question selected for analysiswas posed by a femaleMPwhobelonged to one ofCroatia’s
national minorities. The question was addressed to the minister of culture, from the ruling HDZ.
In the preface to the question, the ethnically Serb MP stated that her question related ‘to one of
3,000 monuments, dedicated to the anti-fascist struggle, which have been damaged and destroyed’.
She asked:

My question is, what are you going to do in this case as well as in other similar cases so that
we don’t have a situation like this again?

The question referred to memorialisation as a form of transitional justice. She had pointed out
that this particularmonument was dedicated to 816 partisans (who resisted theNazis in the former
Yugoslavia during the Second World War) and 1,836 victims of fascist terror from different ethnic
groups, including Serbs (carried out by the Independent State of Croatia, a fascist puppet state,
during the Second World War). Instead of being repaired and protected, as had been suggested by

123This is evidenced by the preface to her question, where she states that ‘the draft law to allow children of war veterans and
disabled war veterans to enrol into universities without entrance exams is against the academic principles’.

124Velimir Veselinovi ́c, ‘Ideologija desnog radikalizma i populizma uHrvatskoj: studija slu ̌caja Hrvatske stranke prava’ (The
ideology of right-wing radicalism and populism in Croatia: the case study of the Croatian Party of Rights), Radovi - Zavod za
hrvatsku povijest (Papers — Institute for the Croatian History), 50:2 (2018), pp. 243–79, available at: {https://hrcak.srce.hr/file/
316859}.

125Christope Lesschaeve, ‘Voting after violence: How combat experiences and postwar trauma affect veteran and voter party
choices in Croatia’s 2003 postwar elections’, Armed Forces & Society, 46:2 (2020), pp. 259–80 (pp. 272–3).
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the conservation department in Zadar and the Croatian police,126 the monument was to be pulled
down under pressure from the local, right-wing HDZ leadership.

The MP’s ideological position reflected her support for peaceful reintegration of Serbs into
Croatia. She recognised the need to bring together different histories into a collective memory of
the Croatian nation. The monument to which she referred was built in a small town of Gra ̌cac,
populated by both ethnic Serbs and Croats. The Serbs were a majority population in the area
before the start of the war in 1991; they became a minority, after many left in August 1995 as
a result of the Croatian military operation aimed at capturing the Serb-populated territory of the
self-declared Republic of Serb Krajina.127 Since 1991, themonument has been considered a symbol
of the suppressed Croatian nation and its independent statehood, especially by right-wing politi-
cians.128 For them, the multi-ethnic communist Yugoslav federation, of which Croatia was a part,
was an illegitimate state.129 TheMP presented themonument’s destruction as an attempt to destroy
a multi-ethnic heritage that, according to her, was vital for nurturing a new post-conflict Croatian
democracy.

Speaking as amember of aminority community, she projected a commitment to building a civic
nation by criticising the nationalist framing of the transitional justice policy (specifically regarding
memorialisation). However, her question also indicates the political sensitivities that members of
the Serb minority have to navigate when addressing the questions about transitional justice, past
and present. She opted not to refer to those ethnic Serbs and Croats who did not value their com-
mon historical heritage.130 Ultimately, her critique of the nationalist framing of transitional justice
policy drew attention to memorialisation as a form of transitional justice and raised the politically
delicate issue of the rights of minority Serbs in Croatia.

Conclusion
Identifying differences in the language between female and male legislators offers a novel way of
understanding how transitional justice is constituted as a gendered field. While language can be
used to maintain male dominance in institutional settings, research that foregrounds gender and
language in specific ‘communities of practice’ can also yield insights into how this dominance can
be dismantled.131 Dismantling male domination depends in part on capturing women’s discursive
agency, which, as we have shown in this analysis of parliamentary questions in the Croatian parlia-
ment, is constituted both by the interactional features of language and by the substantive normative
content of their discourse.

Discourse as a form of social practice helps produce and reproduce power relations and
encodes particular assumptions as common sense.132 The implications of this dynamic in rela-
tion to women’s ability to exercise their agency require us to interrogate the kind of discourse that

126The police warned that repair is needed for safety concerns. Goran Borkovi ́c, ‘Prvo dinamitom pa HDZ-om’ (First
with dynamite and then with HDZ), Novosti (News) (2 January 2020), available at: {https://www.portalnovosti.com/prvo-
dinamitom-pa-hdz-om}.

127Sokoli ́c, International Courts and Mass Atrocity.
128Marina Vlaki ́c, ‘Rađenovi ́c: Na ̌celnica Turbi ́c ̌zeli ukloniti antifa ̌sisti ̌cki spomenik’ (Rađenovi ́c: Mayor Turbi ́c wants anti-

fascist monument removed), Zadarski list (Zadar Newspaper) (24 February 2020), available at: {https://www.zadarskilist.hr/
clanci/23022020/radenovic-nacelnica-turbic-zeli-ukloniti-antifasisticki-spomenik}.

129Nenad Zako ̌sek, ‘The heavy burden of history: Political uses of the past in the Yugoslav successor states’, Politi ̌cka misao
(Political Thought), 44:5 (2007), pp. 29–43.

130Vjeran Pavlakovi ́c, ‘Simboli i kultura sje ́canja u Republici Srpskoj Krajini’ (Symbols and culture of remembrance in
Republika Srpska Krajina), Politi ̌cka misao (Political Thought), 53:3 (2016), pp. 26–49 (p. 27).

131Eckert and McConnell-Ginet, ‘Think practically and look locally’, p. 474.
132NormanFairclough andRuthWodak, ‘Critical discourse analysis’, in TeunA. vanDijk (ed.),Discourse as Social Interaction

(Los Angeles: Sage, 1997), pp. 258–84 (p. 258).
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is normalised and legitimised in different ‘communities of practice’.133 Directing attention to the
question about how discursive norms gender power relations in parliaments and impact on policy-
making has allowed us to enhance feminist institutional analysis preoccupied with the processes
of gendering in institutions through formal and informal rules and procedures.134

Women’s engagement with masculinist hegemonic structures in different policy areas in post-
conflict contexts, including in transitional justice policy-making, has been poorly understood.135
Discovering latent patterns of masculine domination vitally depends on an empirical strategy.136
Even in legislative studies, the style and the substantive content of women’s parliamentary speech
have been analysed in isolation from each other.137 Moreover, speaking style has commonly
been inferred from the content of legislators’ speech rather than from its linguistic features.138
Overcoming these analytical shortcomings, we show that women can annul male domination by
aligning with dominant, masculine norm of adversarial interaction, which, in turn, opens up polit-
ical space for them to make their mark on transitional justice policy-making. In the Croatian
parliament, women’s adversarial questions broadened the agenda by addressing the needs of dif-
ferent groups within society as a whole, such as women, children, and national minorities. Their
questions reflect women’s political acumen and their ability to transcend constraints posed by
partisanship. They openly criticise their co-partisans, especially when it comes to substantive rep-
resentation of interests of women victims of wartime sexual violence. But, considering the political
costs of being perceived disloyal to the nation, female legislators largely refrained from openly
criticising Croatian nationalism.

This article furthers our understanding of women’s agential power in transitional justice. It
contributes to a better understanding of structures that explain women’s continued marginalisa-
tion despite their increased inclusion and participation in transitional justice processes promoted
by the WPS agenda.139 We develop discourse-focused feminist institutionalist analysis of men’s
domination, previously illuminated by studying the representational function of discourse in the
poststructuralist tradition.140 Our analysis ofmen’s andwomen’s ‘talk in action’141 reveals the power
dynamics at the level ofmicro-level interactions inmixed-sex institutions.Whenwomen challenge
domination at the micro-level of discourse, this can open up space for asserting gender-sensitive
policy positions and contribute to dismantling masculine gendered hierarchy in institutions.
These opportunities are also likely to exist at the micro-level of discourse in the public sphere,
more broadly, and in informal settings. This assumption charts new directions for theoretical and
empirical explorations of feminist transitional justice and possibilities for its practical realisation.

Lastly, as this study shows, future interrogations of women’s agency also need to go beyond
the advancement of only gender-specific concerns, although their inclusion in transitional jus-
tice is paramount. As Charlesworth warned, women’s agency should not be restricted to ‘women’s
work’, with women’s influence assessed solely in terms of how they advance women’s issues.142

133Eckert andMcConnell-Ginet, ‘Think practically and look locally’. For an analysis of women’s participation in civil society
deliberations about transitional justice, see Denisa Kostovicova, Reconciliation by Stealth: How People Talk about War Crimes
(Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2023), pp. 85–7.

134Claire Annesley, Karen Beckwith, and Susan Franceschet, Cabinets, Ministers, and Gender (Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2019).

135Hamber, ‘There is a crack in everything’; Cahn and Ní Aoláin, ‘Hirsch lecture’.
136Kostovicova and Paskhalis, ‘Gender, justice and deliberation’.
137Hargrave andBlumenau, ‘No longer conforming to stereotypes?’; KarenBird, ‘Gendering parliamentary questions’,British

Journal of Politics and International Relations, 7 (2005), pp. 353–70.
138For example, see Poljak, ‘The role of gender’.
139Fionnuala Ní Aoláin, ‘Advancing feminist positioning in the field of transitional justice’, International Journal of

Transitional Justice, 6:2 (2012): pp. 205–28.
140Sofia Patel, ‘Representations of women and gender in DFID’s development-security-counterterrorism nexus’, European

Journal of International Security, 7:4 (2022), pp. 453–78.
141Heritage and Clayman, Talk in Action.
142Hilary Charlesworth, ‘Are women peaceful? Reflections on the role of women in peace-building’, Feminist Legal Studies,

16:3 (2008), pp. 347–61. A narrow focus on women as representatives only of women’s interests also risks entrenching gender
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Women’s participation ‘offers better solutions for all of the dilemmas of transitional justice’.143 Our
analysis shows that women’s contributions enrich and diversify agenda-setting and policy deliber-
ation on transitional justice,144 which include, but are not limited to, policy-making on exclusively
women-related issues. Ultimately, the task is to find out how women can ensure that their voices
are heard and that they matter in transitional justice for women they represent as well as for all
others seeking justice.

Video Abstract: To view the online video abstract, please visit: https://doi.org/10.1017/S0260210523000360
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